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Mini Lecture on Writing*

*At least when Kobus is the reader

Reasons for Writing

Wisdom from tea dipper handle
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General Comments
• Critical skill --- develop it!

– Engage the challenge of improving over time
– Don’t treat writing as something to be avoided

• Lots of information available
– web, books, etc.
– UA has quite a few resources (classes, clinics)

• Get feedback
– Must learn the meta lessons

• Most colleagues are happy to “trash” your writing, but it
gets to be a bore if the same problems keep appearing

What to say?

• Writing has purpose
– What is it for the case at hand?

• Answer the implied questions

• Ideally, what you want to say
– Add value

Some important points

• Focus on the purpose, story, and organization
– Cut and paste is evil

• The reader does not know what you are
talking about (until you tell them)
– Clarity above everything else

• The reader is not obligated to read
– Make it interesting and enjoyable
– Make it easy for them to skim (organization)

Getting it right

• Study the order
– Often the difference between OK and good is the order

• Try reading at different scales
– Headings
– Headings and sub-heads
– Heading, sub-heads, and first sentence of each paragraph

• Paragraphs should lead with the main points. These must get
through even if the reader is going fast.
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Getting it right

• Read it as if you are a different person

• Get feedback from different persons
– If they are having trouble understanding it, it will

often be your problem to figure out what to do
about it

Potentially useful tricks

• Think of writing as problem solving
– How best to get the message across to the target audiences

for the desired purpose?

• Annotate sentences informally
– Explain the purpose and meaning of each sentence as if you were

explaining to someone how you are solving your writing problem.
– Sometimes this will tell you what to write instead!

• Read what you wrote out loud (suggested by Tasneem)

Class paper example outline

• Abstract
• Introduction

– Basic high level description of what you are doing
• what is the basic problem

– why is it interesting
– why is it important

– What is new about the work
– What is the literary context of the work

Class paper example outline

• Problem statement
– What is the data
– What is the problem, relatively precisely, perhaps

formally
– Key assumptions

The problem statement might be part of the introduction, or it might
be obvious by the time the introduction is done. BUT, before the
reader embarks into the meat of the matter they MUST know what
problem you are solving. They should be able to ask themselves,
“how would I do this?”
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Class paper example outline
• Model

– Assumptions should be clear
– A model links ideas/theory to observations

• How this happens should be clear

• Inference
– How you find the parameters of the model
– Can be a serious section, or so trivial that it can be

combined with the previous

• Implementation details
– This may be part of experiments instead
– Preprocessing and feature selection might go here

Class paper example outline
• Experiments

– Measures
– Data
– Experimental details (e.g. preprocessing)
– Results

• Don’t forget to say what they mean!
• A table of numbers is very boring

• Discussion
– Often not relevant, but may be critical if you are trying to

argue for a different way of thinking

Class paper example outline
• Conclusion

– Over-rated
• It does not deserve much space or writing time

– If your paper warrants “discussion” then you might do
“discussion and conclusions” or just “discussion”

– “Future work” is boring. Be brief or omit it entirely*.
• If needed, you can claim obvious extensions within the text with

wording text like “we have yet to experiment with different
numbers of clusters”.

• If you have future work, make sure it is not something you
could have arguably done for this paper---it should add value.

*Looking back at my conference papers I have a few sentences on it about
1/2 the time (sometimes with regret). I don’t seem to use it in journal papers.

Iterative Drafting

• Various useful approaches
– Outlines, storybording, just spewing

• Don’t worry about the prose on early drafts
– First figure out what to say
– Focus on the strategy

• message for the expected audience(s)
• order and organization

– At the deadline approaches, cleanup is easier than
creating content

• On early drafts don’t worry much about length
• Most of what you write will be replaced or changed
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Making Sentences*
• Be direct, specific, informative, and concise
• Use first person active voice
• Don’t waste space on the obvious or mundane

– This is different than what seems obvious because you are familiar with what
you did or what you want to say.

• Provide details and depth
– The reader might not care about details, but make sure you are

not skipping content
– How you actually solved the problem does matter
– Make it easy for the fast reader to skip details

*Not so critical in early drafts

Figures and Tables
• Figures / tables should have a clear purpose
• Write good (often substantive*) captions

– Tell the reader that what they should conclude from the
figure/table

– Can be a good place to ensure that the reader has easy access
to details about the particular experiment

• Alternative channel of explanation
– Use figures and tables and their captions as a second channel to

explain what you are doing in a different way
– One should be able to get quite a bit of information by just looking

at the figures and their captions.

*Some writers will try to save space by explaining figures in the text---I disagree.

Figures and Tables

• Use adequate resolution
• Make sure it is clear if bigger is better or worse
• Consider providing error estimates

– Bars in graphs
– Errors in parenthesis (with explanation)

• Be careful with significant figures
– Don’t have digits that are obviously meaningless

Example table
and caption.
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Example figure
and caption.

A second example figure and caption. This was on the
first page of the paper. It can help draw the reader in if
there is a “marketing oriented” figure on the first page.

Citations
• Be generous

– You did not invent computer science
– The reader (reviewer) might be someone you should have

cited (or one of their friends).

• Try to add content to literature reviews.
– It takes effort to write about other people’s work (for me,

anyway), but it the reader will appreciate added insight and
thoughtful connections.

• Try to avoid using citations as noun
– Instead of

• “[2] shows that X is good.”
– Use

• X is good [2]

Math
• Math tells a stories too!

– Clarity above all
– Try to be modular
– Order counts (top down makes sense to me)
– The math and the English should work well together

• A non-mathematical reader should be able to understand the flow of the logic

• Work hard to get good notation
• Define your symbols and explain your notation
• Small stuff

– Number all equations (there is debate)
– Punctuate equations (even more debate )


